KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB36034

LOCUS CB36034 2009 Addition

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEG. LEVEL (S) 464.85

END LEVEL (S) 464.30

UNDER LOCUS (ES) Locus 1 2006 CB36034

OVER LOCUS (ES) -

UNITS IN LOCUS: 

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. / FINE / UNID /

LDM /

SPAN/CONDITION /

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE / HELL. MOULDMADE / ROMAN /

3. COINS /

4. FAUNAL /

5. OTHER /

6. INV /

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT /

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Courtyard wall on S side of CB36.5 SW. Exposed foundation
   at 464.30 mR. New work in 2009. 3 courses at
   rough-cut stone (something four - courses are uneven.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB3. b

LOCUS CB36018 2009 Addition

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.00

END LEVEL(S) 464.36

UNDER LOCUS (ES) Area n/a 2006 CB36018

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.______ FINE______ UNID______

2. LDM______

3. SPAN/CONDITION______

4. LAMPS: WHEELMADE______ HELL. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN______

5. COINS______

6. FAUNAL______

7. FAUNAL______

8. OTHER______

9. INV.______

10. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT______

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/ES OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.
1. New wall on wall CB36018. Exposed foundation
   at 464.36 msl. Wall is 4 courses rough cut stone.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA  C.B3.6

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

BEG. LEVEL(S)  464,54
464,20

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

IF 2006 locus C.B36030

UNITS IN LOCUS:

100, 101

LOCUS

C.B36030

C.B36030 - 2009 Additon

END LEVEL(S)  464,18

OVER LOCUS(ES)  C.B36038

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT 16.5kg  FINE—— UNID 7.57kg  vol: 1360L

LDM Spatter  Fishplate

SPAN/CONDITION EB to Hell. (nothing need be later than 3rd c.)

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE—— HELL MOULDMADE—— ROMAN——

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL: 1029 - 38 bone frags; 1112 - 2 bone frags.

5. OTHER: 1 copper algor, red fing. ; 1113, 5 stoppers

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT

2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC;IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER

FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Addition to locus C.B36030, consisting of two

units with drug to expose foundations of C.B36018

& C.B36034. Here the foundations of C.B36018. These

units cut beneath both foundations (464,36 - C.B36018)

C.B3 - 464,30 - C.B36034).

2. locus Located w/ 2006 C.B36030. Bordered on E

by C.B36018 & s/o by C.B36034, another by C.B36037.

Excav. 1.5m west of C.B36038. C.B36018 & C.B36038.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C33.8  
LOCUS C36038

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.20  
END LEVEL(S) 464.83

UNDER LOCUS (ES) C336030  
OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: 102

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3.95 kg FINE 2.57 kg UNID 500 L
   LDM White Ware, Motza, Rimmed Foot Tray, East Greek Archaic Bond Fms.
   SPAN/CONDITION E3/MB to Petras, small to mid. span

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE — HELL. MOULDMADE — ROMAN —

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER —

6. INV. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCII OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Bray Fill at rear beneath foundation of wall C36034.
   Foundation of C36034 is 464.30 masl, though it is
   somewhat uneven. Loose to medium cobbles obscure its foundation.
   This fill appears to be pre-Hellenistic in date, associated
   with the earliest construction.

2. under C36030. One row. Bounded by C36037 (N),
   C36018 (E), C360234 (S), and extends west from
   C36018 by 1.5m.